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Our client information on current travel in relation to the Corona Pandemic 
 
 
Dear Travel Agency Partners, dear clients, 
 
Thank you for your interest in our tailor-made travel arrangements. We are here for you, well informed, in close exchange 
with our local partner agencies and familiar with the entry requirements of our destination countries. 
 
Entry into most of our destinations is currently possible with a Covid-19 Vaccination Certificate, or alternatively with a 
negative Test Certificate. For some countries there are currently no longer any requirements, for others however additional 
forms must be filled. You would always receive all relevant details from us for your destination country together with your 
documents. 
 
The accommodation we use for our projects, is predominantly privately owned, small, exclusive and particularly in demand. 
As a result, the booking conditions also vary accordingly. We are confident that our projects can continue to be carried out 
safely and responsibly. Nevertheless, we are naturally in exchange with our local partners to be able to remain flexible if 
needed. 
 
A Corona Travel Insurance provides additional security. We recommend to getting such an insurance in your home country 
in addition to a Travel Withdrawal Insurance for your travel nowadays. 
 
We have always selected our local service providers responsibly and naturally continue to do so. For best possible client 
information, you would also receive our Hygiene Concept, which summarises the essential details from our destinations for 
you as a customer information. Furthermore, you receive our Important Travel Information with relevant details for current 
travels. 
 
Dear travel agency partners and clients, we thank you for looking ahead with us and continue to place your trust in us by 
booking and carrying out great journeys in times of constant challenges. For you as travellers this is connected to great joy 
and happiness, whilst to our local partners and us it is of great importance. The enthusiastic feedback from our mutual 
customers is such a pleasant recognition of our work. Whilst the situation for long haul travel is slowly and surely improving, 
our equally great thanks remain with our travel agency partners and customers who could not realise their booked travels 
due to regulatory requirements and who rescheduled their journeys rather than cancelling. This togetherness is essential for 
our local partners as well as for us. 
 
We look forward to designing your personal Africa Journeys together with you and to organise those with great care and 
attention to detail - even at short notice. So that you too can soon look forward to a great safari holiday again and enjoy your 
travel dreams in Africa in person. 
 
 
Thank you, take care and very best wishes, 
 

 
Yours Ellen Spielberger and your committed Bush Legends Team 
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